Foreign capital entrance within the markets in the countries from Central and East Europe was motivated by several factors each of them having specific value and impact on domestic bank market structure. From the current perspective and now when such process is in the maturation phase the research tries to analyze the factors that had essential meaning for the decision to enter the bank market of the countries mentioned as well as the impact on the monopolization of the bank market structure.
Factors determining the entrance into capital market of Central and East Europe can be denominated into single one-profitability. Yet, 1 professional paper profitability is not a single factor impacting aim for buying new banks and financial institutions. That can be clearly seen from the example of the Central and East European banking market . According to the Markus Fritsch, Fabian Gleisner and Markus Holzhäuser, the average of bank takers that have entered the mentioned market have not received high return on investments, especially in the first years after the entrance 2 . According to authors main accelerators of such bank investment are specific for each country of Central and East Europe separately. Highest level of regulation and as a result of it lower rates of GDP growth and having impact on the return on investment. The unique process of bank merger or acquisition that has been done through the agreement between the buyer and seller as well as permission by the authorities plays great role also. Experience shows that banks bought in the open and auction process are more successful than those that are bought within the process of direct and private negotiations. Standard factors explaining the success of mergers and acquisitions in the developed markets such as profitability, efficiency, market wide should be updated with new variables such as the degree of bank interconnection, loan expansion, risk portfolio as well as overall business and political climate. 3 Furthermore the stock exchange markets reaction pre and post deal intentions announcement can be more precise predicted if the smaller banks are taken over by the larger European banks managed by more experienced managers and in the stock exchange markets with smaller portfolio and trade velocity. All those factors have influenced the bank mergers and acquisitions within the bank market of Central and Eastern Europe and even more -influenced on bank concentration ratios within the national markets as shown in the table below nearly after the opening of markets for foreign capital in the 90's: 
Identification are the motivation factors for the banks interested to enter the banking markets of Central and East Europe
Foreign banks might have stabilizing effects on the banking markets as per the evidence from CEE countries due to several reasons. First of all foreign property is less sensitive on the domestic vulnerabilities and can even mitigate them as well as to impact on the domestic business environment enhancement. Second, foreign banks are having better access to the international capital markets and international experiences are showing that main banks are serving as a lenders of a last resort to their supsidiaries when the second ones will face financial challenges impacting the liquidity and capital.
In the same time they can contribute to destabilization of bank markets by the reasons arising from the domestic business environment in their countries of origin. Finally many times there is a fear that foreign banks might attract best clients while more risky clients can be retained for banks of domestic origin, that can lead to poorer performances of the second. According to the highest portion of the studies foreign banks are playing major role in the field of domestic sector having the positive impact on bank efficiency but the competition improvement role might be sometimes question for discussion.
Entrance in the CEE bank markets both within the 90's and 00's was not always smooth. At the beginning of 90's only few foreign banks entered the CEE market and mainly as a greenfield investments i.e. without buying of a domestic banks. That was motivated by two factors : -Lack of support for entrance from the domestic bank as well as authorities; -Lack of attractiveness of the markets before the reforms were undertaken. Even the first wave "greenfield" entered banks have undertaken the entrance step in order to follow the companies entering foreign market.
Despite, such banks have grown up fast and taken good position within the privatization process of the state owned banks 4 geographic distance is important factor for decision making for entrance in specific markets due to the information and agency costs. Finally it is of a great importance for banks to enter the markets where the cultural and social aspects are very similar like in the domestic market as well as overall societal environment.
